Figure 5-1: Innerbelt Trench Section Location

5.0 Conceptual Alternatives – Innerbelt Trench
Chapter 5 details the Innerbelt Trench section of the Project. The chapter consists of four sections:
• 5.1 Background – This discussion reviews the section’s location within the corridor, its surrounding
land uses, and its access locations. In addition, the needs for action identified during the Study are
outlined.
• 5.2 Development of Conceptual Alternatives – This discussion details the development process from
the Study’s Design Concept and Scope to the selection of five Innerbelt Trench conceptual
alternatives: Minimum, Western Alignment, Central Alignment, Far Eastern Alternative, and
Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternatives.
• 5.3 Conceptual Alternatives – This discussion describes the proposed improvements that comprise
the Minimum, Western Alignment, Central Alignment, Far Eastern Alignment, and Chester Avenue
(No Payne Avenue) Alternatives, in addition to the No-Build Alternative.
• 5.4 Conceptual Alternatives Analysis and Conclusions – This discussion summarizes the detailed
conceptual alternatives analysis and selects the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative to be carried
forward into the Feasible Alternative analysis phase of the Project – Step 6. Furthermore, the
Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative will be carried forward due to public comment.

5.1 Innerbelt Trench: Background
Location
The Innerbelt Trench section (Figure 5-1) is south of the Innerbelt Curve section (Chapter 4) and north of
the Central Interchange section (Chapter 6). This Innerbelt Trench section consists of I-90 from
approximately East 22nd Street, through the Carnegie Curve, and to Superior Avenue. This section of I-90 is
trenched: the freeway is depressed and bordered by walls or slopes on both sides with the adjacent streets
and surrounding neighborhoods on an elevation above the freeway.
The Innerbelt Trench forms the eastern boundary of the city of Cleveland’s Central Business District
(CBD). The area around the Innerbelt Trench has been identified as being mixed use and predominantly
commercial on both sides with offices, retail, business services, storage, and light manufacturing.
Additionally, it is bounded by an Asian community east of I-90, centered on Payne Avenue. Cleveland State
University is west of the Innerbelt Trench section, stretching several blocks between Payne and Prospect
Avenues. A limited number of scattered residential units are near the Innerbelt Trench section with mixed
use residential neighborhoods several blocks to the east. The neighborhoods adjacent to the Innerbelt
Trench, south of Superior Avenue, include low income and minority populations. Redevelopment efforts in
this area are led by the St. Clair-Superior Development Corporation, MidTown Corporation, and the
Quadrangle Development Corporation.
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The Innerbelt Trench distributes Interstate traffic to the CBD and neighboring businesses and institutions
through the city’s east-west street grid. This is accomplished through service interchanges at Carnegie,
Prospect, Chester, and Superior Avenues. The interchanges at Chester and Superior Avenues are complete
interchanges (fully directional). The interchange at Prospect Avenue is missing one ramp, an exit from
eastbound I-90. This ramp is located at Carnegie Avenue, one crossroad south of Prospect Avenue.
Together, the ramps at Prospect and Carnegie Avenues provide a split, complete interchange with I-90.
Needs
Four needs were identified for the Innerbelt Freeway in the draft Purpose and Need statement completed in
April 2003: (1) improve physical condition of existing bridge decks and roadway pavements; (2) improve
operational performance; (3) improve safety; and (4) balance access.
There is a need to improve the physical condition of existing roadway pavements of the Innerbelt Trench
section prior to the end of the anticipated renewal period (2017). The roadway pavements had a Pavement
Condition Rating (PCR) of 93 in 2002. A PCR of 100 represents a perfect / new roadway pavement with no
observable distress, while a PCR of 0 represents roadway pavement with all distress types present at high
levels of severity and extent. Based on the prediction that the PCR will fall below 75 in 2007, there is a need
for rehabilitation per the Ohio Department of Transportation’s (ODOT) Pavement Design and Selection
Process.
There is a need to improve operational performance to achieve a minimum Level of Service (LOS) of D.
The ODOT standard for Interstate freeway LOS is C. Since the study area is within an urbanized area, the
Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency has established a level-of-service goal of LOS D for
urbanized freeways. As such, LOS D was set as the minimum acceptable LOS for evaluation of
alternatives. Alternatives that did not meet this criterion due to localized LOS failures were assumed to be
correctable during detailed alternatives analysis in Step 6. Any alternative that exhibited level-of-service
failures (LOS E and F) at multiple locations in the alternative was considered unacceptable. During the
existing and future (2000 and 2025) PM peak hour, congestion along westbound I-90 is the result of two
factors. First, congestion from downstream sections backs into the Innerbelt Trench section. Second, once
this happens, the short weaving sections of the Innerbelt Trench break down.
There is a need to improve safety. The Study established that there is a direct link between the system
configuration, operational performance, and safety. Based on a crash analysis covering 1997 through 1999,
safety problems associated with the design (design deficiencies) and operational performance of the freeway
have been identified. The crash analysis showed the crash rate for eastbound I-90, from I-77 to Payne
Avenue, (3.06/MVM) is 2.6 times higher than the regional freeway average of 1.2/MVM and 3.5 times
higher than the statewide urban Interstate average of 0.877/MVM. This elevated crash rate is attributed
primarily to the inability of drivers to safely enter and exit the Innerbelt Freeway from the numerous closely
spaced ramps. The crash rate for eastbound I-90, from Payne Avenue to the Innerbelt Curve, (2.44/MVM) is
2.0 times higher than the regional freeway average and 2.8 times higher than the statewide urban Interstate
average. This elevated crash rate is attributed primarily to a combination of the drivers’ inability to safely
enter and exit the Innerbelt Freeway from the numerous closely spaced ramps and the inability of drivers to
safely adjust their travel speed in response to the slowing of traffic in advance of the Innerbelt Curve.

The crash rate for westbound I-90, from the Innerbelt Curve to Payne Avenue, (2.37/MVM) is 2.0 times
higher than the regional freeway average and 2.7 times higher than the statewide urban Interstate average.
This elevated crash rate is attributed primarily to the drivers’ inability to safely adjust their travel speed in
response to the daily recurring congestion that results from the numerous closely spaced ramps. The crash
rate for westbound I-90, from Payne Avenue to I-77, (3.24/MVM) is 2.7 times higher than the regional
freeway average and 3.7 times higher than the statewide urban Interstate average. This elevated crash rate is
attributed primarily to a combination of the inability of drivers to safely enter and exit the Innerbelt Freeway
from the numerous closely spaced ramps and the inability of drivers to safely adjust their travel speed in
response to the daily recurring congestion that results from the numerous closely spaced entrance and exit
ramps and the corresponding weaves.
Since operational performance and safety are directly linked to the roadway configuration, improving them
includes correcting the existing freeway configuration to modern standards. During the Planning Phase of
the Project, the Study determined three types of design deficiencies in particular contribute to safety and
operational performance problems along the Innerbelt Freeway: (1) improper reductions in the basic number
of lanes (freeway); (2) inadequate acceleration, deceleration, weave or terminal spacing lengths (freeway
ramps); and (3) inadequate curve radius (freeway mainline). From this list, instances of the second type can
be found in the Innerbelt Trench section. Inadequate acceleration lengths are provided at the eastbound I-90
entrance from Chester Avenue the westbound I-90 entrance from Prospect Avenue. An inadequate
deceleration length is provided at the eastbound I-90 exit to Carnegie Avenue. Furthermore, the weaving
sections between Prospect and Chester Avenues and between Chester and Superior Avenues fail along both
directions of I-90.
Finally, there is a need to balance access with operational performance and safety. The 2-mile section from
the Central Interchange to the Lakefront Interchange (SR 2) provides access to Broadway Avenue/Ontario
Street, East 9th Street, East 14th Street, East 18th Street, East 22nd Street, Carnegie Avenue, Prospect
Avenue, Chester Avenue, Superior Avenue, St. Clair Avenue and Lakeside Avenue, through a series of
service interchanges, containing a total of 11 exit ramps and 12 entrance ramps. This does not include the
eight freeway-to-freeway ramps within the two system interchanges, or the 10 service interchange ramps
serving the I-77 leg of the Central Interchange.
Per ODOT standards, average urban interchange spacing should not be less than two miles with a minimum
distance between each interchange of not less than one mile. Within the Innerbelt Trench, the high number
of access points actually decreases the level of access by degrading the operational performance and safety
of the Innerbelt Freeway. The approximate distances between the interchanges of the Innerbelt Trench are:
•
•
•
•
•

East 22nd Street to Carnegie Avenue is 800 feet;
Carnegie Avenue to Prospect Avenue is 600 feet;
Prospect Avenue to Chester Avenue is 1,300 feet;
Chester Avenue to Superior Avenue is 2,100 feet; and
Superior Avenue to St. Clair Avenue is 900 feet.
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These closely spaced interchanges enable the Innerbelt Freeway to function as a local roadway connector
within this 2-mile section. There is a need to separate and preserve the local and interstate traffic functions
within this 2-mile section to improve safety and operations on each element of the roadway system.
The University Circle area, second only to the CBD of Cleveland as a regional employment center with over
30,000 jobs, is located 4 miles east of the Central Business District. Access between the Innerbelt Freeway
and the University Circle area is provided at the I-90 and Carnegie Avenue/Prospect Avenue interchange
and at I-90 and Chester Avenue interchange on the south end of the Innerbelt Trench. There is a need
maintain and improve access to and from the University Circle area.
Therefore, within the Innerbelt Trench, there is a need to balance the number of access points with the
demand for access while providing for mainline freeway and local street system safety and operational
efficiency.

5.2 Innerbelt Trench: Development of Conceptual Alternatives
Figures 3-3a, 3-3b, 3-3c and 5-2 show the progression of the Innerbelt Trench alternatives through the
development of conceptual alternatives through to the selection of the five conceptual alternatives to be
analyzed. As shown, the development of Innerbelt Trench conceptual alternatives can be characterized by
five concepts: access consolidation, mainline I-90 alignment, freeway access locations, alternative
refinement and minimal.
Figure 3-3a, 3-3b, 3-3c, 5-3a, and 5-3b show the progression of the Mid-Town Access alternatives through
the development of conceptual alternatives through the selection of the one conceptual alternative to be
analyzed. As shown, the development of MidTown Access conceptual alternatives can be characterized by
three concepts: indirect Prospect Avenue access, direct Prospect/Carnegie Avenues access (Trench
alternatives) and direct Prospect/Carnegie Avenues access (Central Interchange alternatives).
As can be seen from these figures, the initial iterations during the development of conceptual alternatives
primarily focused on geometric and operational concerns with some public involvement, as it was necessary
to go through several iterations to find alternatives that had acceptable geometry and operation before
requesting detailed public comment. Based on urban requirements, it was assumed that operation at level of
service E or F would be unacceptable. As the process for development of conceptual alternatives continued,
public involvement was intensified to help refine the alternatives, with a specific focus on accessibility.
Figures illustrating the development of conceptual alternatives discussed in this section are located in
Appendix B of this report.
Innerbelt Trench
To address the issues associated with the Innerbelt Trench section, several key elements of the solution were
identified to be incorporated into the alternatives to be developed for this section. First, since one of the
primary factors impacting safety and operation in the Trench is the numerous, closely spaced interchanges, a
key part of the Trench solution would focus on consolidating some of the interchanges within this section.
As part of this consolidation, it would be necessary to reconfigure the remaining interchanges so that exiting
traffic was oriented such that access to points west (CBD) and points east (Midtown) were equally

accessible. There are a large number of conflict points (weaves) located in the Trench section, which
contribute to the safety and operational problems. As such, a key element of the solution would be to
eliminate or minimize the number of these weaving locations through use of a frontage road system,
braiding ramps, improving remaining weaving distances or a combination of these approaches.
Access Consolidation
The iterations began with a Frontage Road alternative (Trench 1). Development of this alternative had
begun in the Study and was carried forward into Step 5 for additional refinement. The idea behind the
Frontage Road concept was to provide maximum connectivity of the city street grid to the freeway while
reducing the number of ramps along the Innerbelt Trench. This would be accomplished by utilizing a
frontage road with freeway access points at either end to consolidate all Trench access into a single frontage
road system. In the eastbound direction, traffic could exit I-90 prior to Carnegie Avenue and access either
Carnegie Avenue eastbound via a direct ramp or the frontage road which would begin at Prospect Avenue.
The frontage road would be a one-way roadway, parallel to mainline I-90 and on the east side of I-90. The
frontage road would connect drivers to Euclid Avenue, Chester Avenue, Payne Avenue and Superior
Avenue before providing access back to eastbound I-90. In the westbound direction, traffic could exit at
Superior Avenue, travel down the westbound frontage road connecting to Payne Avenue, Chester Avenue,
Euclid Avenue and Prospect Avenue, after which a ramp would provide access back to westbound I-90.
The consolidation of all Trench access to a single interchange resulted in a very large traffic volume being
concentrated at this single interchange. This impact was magnified by the short weave distances provided
between the SR 2 interchange on the east and the I-77 interchange on the south. A combination of these high
volumes and short weave lengths resulted in operational failure of this alternative.
To address the problems associated with the Trench 1 alternative, the second alternative (Trench 2)
modified the frontage road concept by braiding the westbound entrance ramp from SR 2 with the exit ramp
to Superior Avenue. On the western end of the Trench, the frontage roads were shortened with Chester
Avenue becoming the cross-street from which access to and from the freeway would occur. This removed
access to the Euclid Avenue, Prospect Avenue and Carnegie Avenue corridors. Because of the concentration
of all Trench traffic into a single access point and the high volumes associated with that, the weave on the
freeway segment in the Carnegie Curve was still too short to operate adequately, and the single exit point in
the eastbound direction failed. These two major operational flaws removed this alternative from further
consideration.
The analysis of the Trench 1 and Trench 2 alternatives highlighted the problems associated with attempting
to consolidate access in the Trench into only one interchange. The very high volume of traffic that was
redirected to the off-ramps in the AM peak and the off-ramps in the PM peak because of this consolidation
resulted in a solid failure of the mainline weave between this consolidated Trench access and I-77 in the
Carnegie Curve area. Further, the volumes projected for these peak movements often exceeded the practical
capacity of a single ramp or ramp terminal intersection. In order to improve operation of the weave between
the I-77 system ramps and the Trench access, the volume of traffic utilizing this weave would need to be
reduced and the weave length would need to be maximized. These analyses results were supported by
modeling efforts that had been undertaken during the Study. In particular, the results of the analysis of the
planning level alternatives Portal A and Portal B, which consolidated access in the Trench at
Prospect/Carnegie Avenues and Superior Avenue.
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Figure 5-2: Development of Conceptual Alternatives Flow Diagram for Trench
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Figure 5-3a: Development of Conceptual Alternatives Flow Diagram for Mid-Town Access
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Figure 5-3b: Development of Conceptual Alternatives Flow Diagram for Mid-Town Access
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Based on the above conclusions, the third alternative (Trench 3) attempted to add more access points in the
Trench. To do this without causing insufficient weave lengths between successive interchanges meant
braiding the ramps. An analysis of the traffic volumes and patterns of traffic utilizing Trench access was
undertaken to help determine the most effective strategy for providing multiple access points. As such, it
was determined that access would be provided by an interchange at Superior Avenue and a split interchange
at Payne Avenue and Chester Avenue. Essentially, the foreshortened frontage road concept that was tested
as part of Trench 2 was modified into two separate interchanges. Adding more access points helped reduce
traffic volume and relieve congestion on each ramp, but the weave on the freeway segment in the Carnegie
Curve still failed operationally. Consequently, this alternative was reworked after Workshop 1 to attempt to
improve its operational characteristics.
Mainline I-90 Alignment
The three alternatives developed for Workshop 2, Trench 4, Trench 5 and Trench 6, are all variations of the
same theme and are all built on the results of the analysis of the Trench 3 alternative. The widening of the
mainline freeway to include full inside shoulder, full outside shoulders and auxiliary lanes, as well as
widening necessary to accommodate the ramp braiding and frontage roads between Payne Avenue and
Chester Avenue would require a larger Innerbelt Trench footprint. As such, three options were developed. In
Trench 4, it was assumed that the necessary widening would be accomplished to the west of the existing
alignment. In Trench 5, it was assumed that this widening would be symmetric and, in Trench 6, it was
assumed that this widening would occur to the east of the existing alignment.
Additional refinement of the alternatives was done in the Carnegie Curve area. On the north side of the
Carnegie Curve lies the Walker Weeks building, which is a Historic Registry eligible property. On the south
side of the Carnegie Curve lies the Juvenile Justice Center, this is also a Historic Registry eligible property.
Thus, the mainline I-90 alignment in the Carnegie Curve was restricted such that these properties would not
need to be potential Right-of-Way takes. To accomplish this, the radius of the Carnegie Curve was pushed
to the east, allowing the necessary mainline widening to take place without impacting these properties. This
resulted in a narrow range of alignment options for mainline I-90 in the Carnegie Curve area, to which all
Trench alternatives would need to tie-in.
Because of these restrictions to the mainline in the Carnegie Curve area, the Trench 4 alternative first pushes
east of the existing alignment in the Carnegie Curve and then crosses back to the west. This results in the
alignment shift to the west only occurring north of Chester Avenue. However, the location of the Mather
Mansion, a Historic Registry property, south of Chester Avenue and on the west of I-90, would have
prevented western expansion south of Chester Avenue regardless of the issues in the Carnegie Curve.
Both the Trench 4 and Trench 5 alternatives were selected as conceptual alternatives. Minor revisions were
made to both of these alternatives to reflect the changes made in the Innerbelt Curve conceptual alternatives
(Curve E and Curve F) and to reflect the changes made to the Chester Avenue to westbound I-90 ramp
(Trench 8). The conceptual alternative names given to these alternatives were: Trench 4 became the Western
Alignment Alternative and Trench 5 became the Central Alignment Alternative. The Trench 6 alternative
was modified as part of Workshop 5 and the refined alternative became the Trench 8 alternative.

Freeway Access Locations
Prior to Workshop 5, several public involvement meetings had been held to discuss the evolving Trench
options. Based on comments received at the Scoping Committee meeting (6-10-04) and in small group
meetings with Mid-Town (5-11-04, 6-4-04 and 11-3-04), a seventh alternative (Trench 7) was developed
and analyzed. This alternative was a variation of the Trench 6 alternative. The stakeholders had expressed
concern that under the existing conditions, access to Payne Avenue is not provided. They pointed out that
they felt that the land uses that had developed along Payne Avenue were not compatible with the possible
addition of traffic along the Payne Avenue corridor if direct freeway access were to be provided. As such,
the stakeholders requested that an alternative be developed that did not provide access to Payne Avenue. In
the Trench 7 alternative, access to Payne Avenue was removed, as well as, the frontage roads connecting
Payne Avenue to Chester Avenue. This consolidates access in the Trench at Superior Avenue and Chester
Avenue. Modifications were made to this alternative to reflect the changes made to the Chester Avenue to
westbound I-90 ramp (Trench 8). This alternative was then selected as a conceptual alternative and was
renamed the Chester Avenue (No Payne) Alternative.
Alternative Refinement
During operational analysis of the Trench 6 alternative, it was determined that the westbound mainline
weave between Chester Avenue and I-77 needed to be longer. Because of this weave failure, the eighth
alternative (Trench 8) was created in Workshop 5. In this alternative, the existing Chester Avenue loop ramp
was retained and widened to two lanes. This added sufficient length to allow the westbound weave section
to operate adequately, and the additional lane allowed better handling of the high ramp volume. These
changes were incorporated into the Trench 4, Trench 5 and Trench 7 alternatives.
In Workshop 6 the Trench 8 alternative was further modified to eliminate an insufficient stopping sight
distance problem through the Carnegie Curve. These revisions to this alternative were presented as Trench 9
alternative. With the removal of the geometric and operational problems, this alternative was selected as a
conceptual alternative and became the Innerbelt Trench Far Eastern Alignment.
Minimal
A further concern raised by the stakeholders in public meetings held with the Scoping Committee meeting
(6-10-04) and the previously referenced small group meetings with Mid-Town, was the removal of access
from the Prospect/Carnegie Avenue corridors and the relocation of that access to Chester Avenue and the
Central Interchange. These stakeholders asked the team to develop an alternative that was minimal in nature
(Trench 10). Under this alternative, it was assumed that changes would be made to all other sections of the
corridor, but in the Trench area, only minimal changes would be made. The idea behind this alternative was
to maintain as many of the existing access points as possible without sacrificing operation or safety of the
Trench section. Despite poor geometry and failing operations, the stakeholders requested that this
alternative be advanced as a conceptual alternative so that additional detailed analyses could be undertaken
as part of that phase in an effort to make this alternative operate effectively. Thus, this was selected as a
conceptual alternative and became the Minimal Trench Alternative.
MidTown Cleveland Access
MidTown Cleveland is bordered by Payne Avenue to the north, Carnegie Avenue to the south, and the
Innerbelt Freeway to the west. The existing Prospect/Carnegie interchange is a split interchange. On
eastbound I-90, the Carnegie Avenue off-ramp permits traffic to only travel eastbound on Carnegie Avenue,
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while the on-ramp movement is handled via a Prospect Avenue loop ramp. On westbound I-90, both the onramp and off-ramp movements are handled via Prospect Avenue. Combined, these four ramps represent a
complete interchange. Existing Innerbelt direct access is provided at Carnegie Avenue, Prospect Avenue,
and Chester Avenue.
As alternative development progressed in the Trench, it became clear that direct access to mainline I-90
could not safely and efficiently (i.e. acceptable level-of-service) be provided at Prospect/Carnegie Avenues.
As such, it was necessary to develop alternatives that could effectively provide indirect access to the
Prospect/Carnegie corridors. To provide indirect access to the Prospect Avenue corridor, a series of
MidTown Access options were developed. This alternative development process will be discussed in this
section. Since the Carnegie Avenue access point lies at the border between the Trench and Central
Interchange sections of the Project, some solutions to the Carnegie Avenue access problem were examined
as part of the MidTown Access alternatives development and others were examined as part of the Central
Interchange (Section 6.2) alternatives development, depending on where the proposed approach and changes
made the most sense to analyze.
The MidTown Access alternatives were developed to be components of any of the conceptual alternatives
selected for the Trench, with the exception of the Minimum Alternative. As the development of the Trench
alternatives progressed and direct access to the Prospect/Carnegie corridors was eliminated starting with the
Trench 3 alternative, stakeholders began to raise concerns. Specifically, on May 11, 2004, stakeholders in
the MidTown area began to raise concerns about the reduction in access to the MidTown neighborhood and
businesses perceived to be created by the elimination of the Carnegie/ Prospect interchange. To address
these concerns, 18 MidTown Access alternatives were developed in co-operation with input from the
stakeholders beginning in Workshop 3.
Within each of the broad concepts, three basic approaches were examined to mitigate possible access
changes to MidTown Cleveland: create additional infrastructure to provide new indirect access where none
existed, improve the city street grid, and improve way-finding for easier and better MidTown traffic
circulation.
Indirect Prospect Avenue Access
The first alternative (MidTown 1) created a frontage road system that started at Cedar Avenue as a two-way
roadway and ran north to Carnegie Avenue and then Prospect Avenue. At Prospect Avenue, the frontage
road split into two, one-way frontage roads which paralleled I-90 continuing north to Euclid Avenue. These
frontage roads then interfaced with the Chester Avenue ramps between Euclid Avenue and Chester Avenue.
In order to provide as much distance as possible between the gore of the ramp and frontage road and the
intersections on Chester Avenue, the frontage road was developed to have a saddle in it between Euclid
Avenue and Chester Avenue. However, geometric deficiencies due to the steep grades of the Chester
Avenue ramps made this alternative untenable. Further, the distance between the gore of the frontage road
and ramp and the Chester Avenue intersections was not sufficient to handle the arterial weaving that was
necessary for traffic to adjust to its desired lane. As such, this alternative was removed from further
consideration at Workshop 3.

The second alternative developed for Workshop 3 (MidTown 2) expanded on the frontage road concept
initially developed as part of MidTown 1. As stated above, one of the problems associated with the
MidTown 1 alternative was the poor operation of the arterial weave created by the merge of the frontage
road and ramp traffic south of the Chester Avenue intersection. The MidTown 2 alternative created a grade
separation for the frontage road over Chester Avenue to allow that merge to occur on the frontage road north
of Chester Avenue. However, this arterial weave also exhibited failing operation. As with the previous
alternative, geometric deficiencies due to steep grades of the ramps and frontage roads as well as short
arterial weave sections resulted in this alternative being removed from further consideration in Workshop 3.
The concept of a connector roadway between at least Carnegie Avenue and Chester Avenue continued to be
pursued in preparation for Workshop 4. MidTown 3 created a one-way, southbound connector roadway
between Chester Avenue and Carnegie Avenue. Traffic wishing to access from westbound I-90 would exit
to either Payne Avenue or Chester Avenue (depending on the Trench alternative) and travel down this
connector roadway to either Prospect or Carnegie Avenues. For traffic accessing from eastbound I-90, a
tight loop was placed just prior to Chester Avenue which would permit traffic to loop back to the frontage
road, providing access to both the Prospect and Carnegie corridors. Traffic wishing to access the freeway
from the Prospect Avenue corridor could utilize this frontage road to travel south to Carnegie Avenue and
then into the Central Interchange where connections to both westbound I-90 and southbound I-77 were
provided. To access eastbound I-90 traffic would need to utilize the existing East 30th Street corridor.
Operational problems with the complex geometry of the loop back and operational problems on the East
30th Street corridor contributed to this alternative being removed from further consideration. The geometric
design of the loop back was also determined to be unsafe due to limited sight distance, high volumes and
inadequate design speed. As such, this alternative was removed from further consideration in Workshop 4.
After Workshop 4 an additional meeting was held with the MidTown stakeholder’s group (11-3-04) to
discuss additional alternatives that had been developed. Based on public input and additional meeting with
City of Cleveland traffic engineers, an additional seven concepts were developed for improving MidTown
access. MidTown Access Alternatives 4-8 focused on how to provide indirect access to the Prospect Avenue
corridor via either city street grid improvements or a new connector roadway. Each of the five alternatives
prompted stakeholder concerns regarding local circulation, intersection operations and traffic volumes on
city streets, and subsequently were removed from further consideration owing to the local opposition and
operational problems in Workshop 5.
The fourth alternative (MidTown 4) looked at what could be gained by just doing city street improvements
to circulate traffic from the Central Interchange to Carnegie Avenue and Prospect Avenue. This alternative
failed operationally and had strong local opposition as voiced in the meeting with MidTown.
The fifth alternative (MidTown 5) continued to build on the concept developed as part of MidTown 3 by
adding a one-way frontage road which developed from the westbound on-ramp from Chester Avenue,
passed under Euclid Avenue and then had intersections at Prospect, Carnegie and Cedar Avenues. As with
the MidTown 2 alternative, the MidTown 5 alternative also had deficient vertical grade on the ramp from
Chester Avenue. There were further concerns raised regarding the constructability of the proposed bridge
over I-90 between Prospect Avenue and Carnegie Avenue.
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The sixth alternative (MidTown 6) removed the complex structure over I-90 by creating an offset
intersection along Prospect Avenue. However, the vertical grade issues with the Chester Avenue to
westbound I-90 ramp were still present. Further, the offset intersection created on Prospect Avenue did not
function well operationally.
To eliminate the vertical grade deficiency present in both MidTown 5 and MidTown 6, the seventh
alternative (MidTown 7) modified the frontage road idea by creating one-way ramps connecting to Prospect
Avenue and Carnegie Avenue. The ramp from Chester Avenue was designed to diverge just north of Euclid
Avenue. The ramp to Prospect/Carnegie Avenues would then pass under Prospect before diverging again to
form intersections at both Prospect and Carnegie Avenues. A further connection was provided between
Cedar Avenue and Carnegie Avenue east of I-90. The deficient curve radii of the ramps to Prospect and
Carnegie Avenues, as well as the difficult in signing and providing adequate decision distance on these
ramps raised strong safety concerns.
To eliminate the poor curve geometry exhibited by the MidTown 7 alternative, an eighth alternative
(MidTown 8) was developed. This alternative built upon the idea for a ramp connection from the Chester
Avenue on-ramp to the Prospect/Carnegie corridors. To accomplish this ramp connection, this alternative
utilized an extended East 24th Street connecting Euclid Avenue with Carnegie Avenue. The ramp connection
diverging from the Chester Avenue ramp connected to this city street extension between Euclid and
Prospect Avenues. However, stakeholders felt that directing traffic to this extension of the East 24th Street
corridor did not adequately provide access to the MidTown area and returned to the problem exhibited by
the existing system of orienting traffic away from a destination.
The most successful alternative concept developed for Workshop 5 centered around modifying the Chester
Avenue interchange to change the traditional diamond ramp proposed for the Chester Avenue to westbound
I-90 on-ramp back to the loop ramp configuration utilized under the current condition. This modification
was being considered as part of the reconfiguration of Trench 8 alternative to improve the operation of the
weave between the Chester Avenue on-ramp and the southbound I-77 off-ramp. With the reconfiguration of
this ramp, a two-way frontage road could be constructed that connected Chester Avenue to Carnegie
Avenue and this approach was incorporated into MidTown 9 alternative. However, operational analysis of
this alternative showed that the proposed single lane loop ramp was not sufficient to handle the large traffic
volumes. As such, this alternative was modified to make this loop ramp a two-lane ramp as part of
MidTown 10 alternative.
The MidTown 10 alternative provided access from eastbound I-90 to the Prospect/Carnegie corridors via
this new, two-way frontage road. The frontage road also provided access from Prospect Avenue to Carnegie
Avenue and, thence to the Central Interchange to access westbound I-90 and southbound I-77. Access to
eastbound I-90 could be accomplished via the new, two-way frontage road or the existing East 30th Street
alignment. Access from eastbound I-90 and northbound I-77 would come from the Central Interchange to
Carnegie Avenue and, then up the frontage road to Prospect Avenue. The MidTown 10 alternative provides
adequate, indirect access to the Prospect/Carnegie corridors and was found to have acceptable operational
characteristics. As such it was selected as a component of the Trench conceptual alternative and renamed
the MidTown Corridor Extension.

Direct Prospect/Carnegie Avenues Access (Trench Alternatives)
With the acceptance of MidTown 10 as a conceptual alternative, a workable alternative to provide indirect
access to the Prospect Avenue corridor was in place. Once this had been accomplished, stakeholder’s
requested that additional effort be made to try to develop a workable solution for providing at least some of
the direct connections to the Prospect and Carnegie Avenue corridors. Prior to Workshop 7, eight additional
alternatives (MidTown 11-18) were developed to look at various combinations of direct access to these
corridors. Many of these alternatives (MidTown 11-15) built upon the work that had been done to develop
Trench 10 (Minimum Conceptual Alternative), with the idea behind this concept to attempt to identify an
intermediate build Trench alternative that functioned operationally and was somewhere between the
Minimum and Full build options. The remaining alternatives focused on making changes in the Central
Interchange area through ramp braiding and ramp relocation to attempt to replace some of the
Prospect/Carnegie Avenues movements.
MidTown 11 modified the Trench 10 concept by making more minor, low-cost improvements to attempt to
alleviate some of the critical operational and safety problems. To accomplish this, on eastbound I-90, the
exit ramp to Carnegie Avenue was pulled onto a physically separate alignment that parallels I-90. Both
northbound I-77 and eastbound I-90 traffic accesses that ramp before the northbound I-77 system ramp
enters mainline I-90. This, in effect, braids this movement with the northbound I-77 system ramp, thus
eliminating the poor existing weave. However, in order to accomplish this geometrically, the Juvenile
Justice Center, a Historic Register eligible property would become a required property take. Further, an
auxiliary lane was created on eastbound I-90 between the remaining Chester Avenue on-ramp and the
Superior Avenue off-ramp. In addition, capacity improvements were made to the eastbound I-90 Superior
Avenue off-ramp near the ramp terminal intersections. In the westbound direction, the Chester Avenue loop,
on-ramp was improved to two lanes based on the approach utilized for the Trench 8 alternative. The
additional lane was brought on as an add lane and, to eliminate the existing poor operating and unsafe
weave with Prospect Avenue, the Prospect Avenue off-ramp was eliminated. Finally, the Prospect Avenue
on-ramp was reconfigured to provide a larger radius loop ramp and was also brought on as an add lane.
Since this alternative was largely based on the existing system design, a large number of geometric
deficiencies exist with the MidTown 11 alternative. Further, many of the existing conflict points (weaves)
still exist in this alternative. The weaves in the eastbound direction between Prospect/Chester Avenues and
Chester/Superior Avenues and in the westbound direction between Superior/Chester Avenues and Prospect
Avenue/I-77 all failed operationally. The failure of these weaves also resulted in a large amount of
congestion on the remaining mainline sections. Based on the poor geometrics, poor operation and resultant
safety concerns, this alternative was removed from further consideration at Workshop 7.
MidTown 12 continued to build on the concept developed for MidTown 11. In the eastbound direction, the
MidTown 12 removed the Prospect Avenue on-ramp to eliminate the failing weave between
Prospect/Chester Avenues. In the westbound direction, several modifications were made. First, to eliminate
the weave between Superior/Chester Avenues, the Chester Avenue off-ramp was braided with the Superior
Avenue on-ramp. Further, to replace the loss of direct access to Prospect Avenue, a one-way frontage road
was used to connect the Chester Avenue exit ramp from westbound I-90 south to Prospect and Carnegie
Avenues. As before, the eastbound weave between Chester/Superior Avenues and westbound weave
between Prospect Avenue/I-77 fail operationally. Based on the poor geometrics, poor operation and
resultant safety concerns, this alternative was removed from further consideration at Workshop 7.
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MidTown 13 continued to build upon the concept started in MidTown 11 and refined in MidTown 12. In the
westbound direction, the entrance ramp from Prospect Avenue was removed to eliminate the failing weave
between Prospect Avenue and I-77. The remaining weave on eastbound I-90 between Chester/Superior
Avenues failed operationally in this alternative as well. In order to eliminate this weave, ramp braiding
would need to be done between the Chester and Superior Avenue ramps. If this were accomplished, this
alternative would, with the exception of access to Carnegie Avenue, essentially be the same as Trench 7.
Thus, further development of this concept was halted, as Trench 7 had already been selected as a conceptual
alternative.
MidTown 14 revisited the minimal trench concept developed as MidTown 11. In this concept refinement the
eastbound I-90 to Carnegie Avenue exit ramp was removed. For the same reasons listed for MidTown 11,
this alternative was dropped from further consideration.

properties. As such, since other alternatives exist that are both feasible and prudent, this alternative was
removed from further consideration.
The remaining two MidTown Access alternatives (MidTown 17-18) examined the use of indirect
connections that require only a small amount of travel on the city street system to replace the
Prospect/Carnegie Avenues ramps. To accomplish this, additional ramp connections were developed in the
Central Interchange area. The MidTown 17 alternative was developed for a northern alignment Central
Interchange (Central Interchange 9) and the MidTown 18 alternative was developed for a southern
alignment Central Interchange (Central Interchange 13). In the westbound direction, an exit to East 9th Street
was provided; while in the eastbound direction, an entrance from East 18th Street was provided. Tight
geometry and low design speeds on these two new ramps contributed to making these alternatives
unfavorable to pursue and they were removed from consideration in Workshop 7.

5.3 Innerbelt Trench: Conceptual Alternatives
With the failure of all intermediate build alternatives for the Trench, alternatives that were minimal in nature
were considered (MidTown 15). This No-Build Alternative for the Innerbelt Trench showed no work
between Carnegie Avenue and Superior Avenue on either I-90 or any of the ramps. As with the Trench 10
concept, despite poor geometry and failing operations, the stakeholders requested that this alternative be
advanced as a conceptual alternative so that additional detailed analyses could be undertaken as part of that
phase in an effort to make this alternative operate effectively. Since this alternative was very similar in
nature to the Trench 10 alternative, only the Trench 10 alternative was selected as a conceptual alternative
and became the Minimal Trench Alternative.
Direct Prospect/Carnegie Avenues Access (Central Interchange Alternatives)
MidTown 16 is the first of the three MidTown Access alternatives that made changes primarily in the
Central Interchange area to attempt to reconnect or replace the Prospect/Carnegie Avenues ramps. In this
alternative (MidTown 16) the concept was to provide movements from the Central Interchange into the
Prospect/Carnegie Avenues area with direct ramp connections that are braided to eliminate problem weave
locations. As with MidTown 11, on eastbound I-90, the exit ramp to Carnegie Avenue was pulled onto a
physically separate alignment that parallels I-90. Both northbound I-77 and eastbound I-90 traffic accesses
that ramp before the northbound I-77 system ramp enters mainline I-90. This, in effect, braids this
movement with the northbound I-77 system ramp, thus eliminating the poor existing weave. However, in
order to accomplish this geometrically, the Juvenile Justice Center, a Historic Register eligible property
would become a required property take. Further, a loop ramp that connected to northbound East 18th Street,
a short distance from Carnegie Avenue, was also tested in this alternative. In the westbound direction, a
similar treatment was used for the Prospect Avenue on-ramp. This ramp was kept separate from the
mainline, and traffic utilizing it was connected to the I-77 southbound system ramp or to the East 18th Street
entrance ramp to westbound I-90. However, in order to accomplish this geometrically, the Walker Weeks
Building, a Historic Registry eligible property would become a required property take. During stakeholder
meetings with MidTown, St. Clair/Superior and City of Cleveland on 5-12-05, strong opposition was raised
regarding the East 18th Street loop ramp and its associated property impacts. It was further stated that this
access was less direct than other concepts under consideration. There were several geometric deficiencies
associated with this alternative. Further, this alternative requires taking of two Historic Registry eligible

In addition to the No-Build Alternative, several conceptual alternatives were selected for analysis: Minimum
Alternative (Trench 10 & MidTown 15), Western Alignment Alternative (Trench 4 & MidTown 10),
Central Alignment Alternative (Trench 5 & MidTown 10), Far Eastern Alignment Alternative (Trench 9 &
MidTown 10), and Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative (Trench 7). Two key issues exist within
this section. These are the location of the mainline alignment (Section 5.3.1) and the inclusion of direct
freeway access at Payne Avenue (Section 5.3.2). Both issues are independent of each other; therefore, they
were analyzed separately in a two-step process to eliminate unnecessary permutations.
The following Innerbelt Trench conceptual alternatives can connect to any of the Innerbelt Curve and
Central Interchange conceptual alternatives. However, if an operationally failing alternative were selected
(such as the No Build and Minimum Alternatives), there would be operational failures in adjacent sections.
These operational failures would result in queuing into adjacent sections that would eliminate benefits
intended by the major investments proposed for adjacent sections.
No-Build Alternative
The No-Build Alternative (Figure 5-4) serves as the baseline alternative. Because much of the Innerbelt was
built in the 1950s and 1960s, the bridges and roadway pavements are in need of reconstruction or
rehabilitation. Under the No-Build Alternative, I-90 would undergo pavement reconstruction. Ramp and
connecting roadway pavements will also undergo reconstruction. This work only addresses the physical
condition of the facility and does not address operational performance, safety, and access. Capacity is not
increased and changes will not be made to lane widths, shoulder widths, bridge widths, structural capacity,
horizontal / vertical alignments, grades, stopping sight distance, pavement cross slopes, superelevation, or
horizontal / vertical clearance. See Figure 5-10a for the geometric layout of the No-Build Alternative.
Minimum Alternative
Local groups, particularly MidTown Cleveland, expressed concerns regarding proposed access changes
through the Innerbelt Trench section. Specifically, these focused on the Carnegie Avenue and Prospect
Avenue ramps of the Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives. This led to the development
of the Minimum Alternative (Figure 5-5). The concept of this alternative is to make only a few changes to
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the Innerbelt Trench: it is a hybrid of the build alternatives (Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment
Alternatives) and the No-Build Alternative. Similar to the No-Build Alternative, I-90 would undergo
pavement reconstruction to address the physical condition of the facility. Ramp and connecting roadway
pavements would also undergo reconstruction.
Given the local desire to maintain the existing Innerbelt Trench configuration, minimal improvements are
proposed to improve safety and operational performance. See Figure 5-11a for the geometric layout of the
Minimum Alternative. Modifications along eastbound I-90 include the elimination of the Carnegie Avenue
exit ramp. This is due to the proximity of the northbound I-77 entrance ramp in the Central Interchange
section (Chapter 6) and the large volume of vehicles on eastbound I-90. Ramp terminal spacing is increased
between the Chester Avenue entrance and Superior Avenue exit terminals. Chester Avenue currently has
two eastbound entrance ramps, one for each direction of travel along Chester Avenue. By eliminating the
ramp closest to the Superior Avenue exit (northeast quadrant) and reconfiguring Chester Avenue to allow
both directions of travel along Chester Avenue to use the existing loop ramp entrance (southeast quadrant),
the spacing is lengthened. Changes proposed along westbound I-90 are limited to Prospect Avenue. The
existing entrance ramp would connect to I-90 as an auxiliary lane (add-lane) instead of merging into the
mainline as it does in the existing condition. This brings four westbound lanes into the Central Interchange
section. Consequently, this creates a weaving section between this entrance ramp and the exit to southbound
I-77 in the Central Interchange section.
With these changes, all existing ramps are maintained except for the Carnegie Avenue exit and the northeast
quadrant Chester Avenue entrance ramps along eastbound I-90.

5.3.1 Alignments
A build alternative was developed to fully address the needs to improve physical condition, operational
performance, and safety while balancing these needs with local access. Because of the width of the existing
right-of-way, physical characteristics of the depressed freeway through the Innerbelt Trench, and width of
the proposed mainline and ramps, this alternative was permutated to have three alignments to determine the
differing alignment affects to adjacent properties. Therefore, three alternatives were developed: Western
Alignment Alternative, Central Alignment Alternative, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternative. All three are
nearly identical, differing only by the location of the mainline alignment with respect to the existing
alignment.
All address the need to improve the physical condition of the existing roadway pavements by replacing them
with completely new construction. Additionally, all overhead bridges are replaced through this section. To
improve operational performance, safety, and balance the demand for access, the following are proposed:
•
•
•

Ramp terminal designs along the mainline are improved;
Eastbound I-90 access points include exits to Chester and Superior Avenues and entrances from
Payne Avenue and Superior Avenue;
Westbound I-90 access points include an exit to Payne Avenue and entrances from Superior and
Chester Avenues; and

•

The ramps connecting to Chester and Payne Avenues are connected by frontage roads at the city
street grid level, creating a split interchange between these crossroads.

Furthermore, an additional city street is proposed as the result of community input concerning the access
changes to the MidTown area resulting from the elimination of the Carnegie/Prospect interchanges. It is
referred to in this report as the MidTown Corridor Extension. To mitigate removal of the existing access at
Carnegie and Prospect Avenues, the MidTown Corridor Extension was developed. It serves as a route to
access Euclid, Prospect, and Carnegie Avenues via the split interchange between Chester and Payne
Avenues. The MidTown Corridor Extension can be included in any of the Innerbelt Trench conceptual
alternatives. To determine the impacts of the MidTown Corridor Extension, it was included as part of the
Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment alternatives. For comparison, it was not included as part of the
Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative (Section 5.3.2).
The differences between the alternatives are as follows.
Western Alignment Alternative
The Western Alignment Alternative (Figure 5-6) was developed to minimize property impacts on the east
side of the Innerbelt Trench. To do this, the alignment of I-90 was shifted west by lengthening the Carnegie
Curve. This shift results in the I-90 mainline bowing to the west with the apex at Payne Avenue. See Figure
5-12a for the geometric layout of the Western Alignment Alternative.
Central Alignment Alternative
The Central Alignment Alternative (Figure 5-7) was developed to distribute right-of-way impacts to the
both sides of the Innerbelt Trench. To do this, the alignment of I-90 is proposed to closely follow the
existing I-90 alignment (No-Build Alternative). See Figure 5-13a for the geometric layout of the Central
Alignment Alternative.
Far Eastern Alignment Alternative
The Far Eastern Alignment Alternative (Figure 5-8) was developed to minimize property impacts to the
west of the Innerbelt Trench. To do this, the alignment of I-90 was shifted east by sliding the Carnegie
Curve northeast along the alignment of the western approach to the curve. Then, north of the Carnegie
Curve, the alignment parallels the existing alignment. Another benefit to shifting a portion of the proposed
roadway off the existing roadway is to aid in maintenance of traffic during construction. See Figure 5-14a
for the geometric layout of the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative.

5.3.2 Freeway Access Locations
Additional concerns were revealed by community involvement with the build alternatives and the proposed
direct freeway access at Payne Avenue. Currently, Payne Avenue does not have direct freeway access.
Issues involved a perceived change of the neighborhood’s character from a possible change in traffic
volumes. From this, direct freeway access at Payne Avenue was removed from the build alternatives. The
Chester Avenue interchange becomes a complete (fully directional) interchange, similar to the No-Build
Alternative. This change in access does not preclude any of the build alternatives under consideration;
therefore, a single alternative, the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative, was developed for
testing. The improvements proposed to address physical condition, operational performance, safety, and
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access needs for the build alternatives are also proposed for this alternative, except for the direct freeway
access point to Payne Avenue. The MidTown Corridor Extension can be included in any of the Innerbelt
Trench conceptual alternatives. To determine the impacts of the MidTown Corridor Extension, it was not
included as part of the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative. For comparison, it was included as
part of the Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment alternatives (Section 5.3.1).
Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative
The Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative (Figure 5-9) was developed to test the Innerbelt
Trench build alternatives without access to Payne Avenue. The ramps that serve access to eastbound I-90
and from westbound I-90 in the build alternatives are relocated from Payne Avenue to Chester Avenue.
Chester Avenue then becomes a complete interchange with I-90. The proposed frontage roads connecting
Payne and Chester Avenues in the split-interchange configuration of the build alternatives are removed. See
Figure 5-15a for the geometric layout of the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative.

section, which operates acceptably, whereas the No-Build Alternative contains four weaving sections. See
Figures 5-12a through 5-14c for geometric deficiency and weaving section information of the Western,
Central, and Far Easter Alignment Alternatives. These alternatives operationally perform at an acceptable
level, which in turn improves safety.
Finally, the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative consists of two substandard geometric elements
and one weaving section which operates at an acceptable level. See Figures 5-15a through 5-15c for
geometric deficiency and weaving section information of this alternative. Operational performance of this
alternative is also an improvement over the No-Build Alternative, which in turn improves safety.
Operational Performance
The No-Build does not address the need to improve operational performance and operates at unacceptable
levels. The Minimum Alternative does little to improve operational performance and the changes proposed
actually worsen it as VHD more than doubles and mainline LOS failures persist.

5.4 Innerbelt Trench: Conceptual Alternatives Analysis and Conclusions
The Conceptual Alternatives were evaluated and compared on how well they addressed the seven
performance measures (Section 3.2.3.2). The following text and Table 5-1 summarizes and compares the
Conceptual Alternatives analysis of the Innerbelt Trench section.
Physical Condition
The No-Build, Minimum, Western, Central, Far Eastern, and Chester Avenue (No-Payne) Alternatives
address the need to improve the physical condition of the roadway pavements and bridge decks of the
Trench section prior to the end of the anticipated renewal period. The alternatives differ in how it is
addressed. The No-Build and Minimum Alternatives reconstruct the existing roadway pavements. The
remaining build alternatives include completely new construction of roadway pavements, roadside features,
and overhead city street bridges.
Safety
The No-Build Alternative does not address the need to improve safety. None of the design deficiencies are
eliminated. The Minimum Alternative does very little to improve safety. The majority of the existing design
deficiencies remain. See Figures 5-10a through 5-11c for geometric deficiency and weaving section
information of the No-Build and Minimum Alternatives. In addition to the geometric configuration of the
facility, operational performance affects safety. The 1997-1999 crash data showed that the elevated crash
rates in this section are attributed, in part, to the inability of drivers to safely adjust their travel speed in
response to the daily recurring congestion. The No-Build Alternative remains operationally performs at
unacceptable levels and the operational performance of the Minimum Alternative is worse than the NoBuild Alternative, which in turn negatively affects safety.
The Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives address the need to improve safety. Each
reduces the number of design deficiencies from 29 to less than five (four, four, and three, respectively). The
one not found in the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative is a deficient horizontal stopping sight distance.
This deficiency controls and lowers the design speed of the mainline to 50 mph through the Carnegie Curve
for the Western and Central Alignment Alternatives. All three alternatives also consist of one weaving

The Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives address the need to improve operational
performance. The geometric layouts of these alternatives are similar; thus, the operational performance of
them is identical. All segments operate at an acceptable LOS D or better and the average running speeds
remain the same or improve compared to the No-Build Alternative.
Regarding the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative, the operational performance is comparable
to the Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives. The lone LOS difference is the eastbound
I-90 exit to Chester Avenue, which operates at an unacceptable LOS E during the AM peak hour. This poor
operation is due to the removal of the Payne Avenue frontage roads. Without the Payne Avenue connection,
more vehicles are forced onto Chester Avenue from this ramp, instead of a portion of them continuing to
Payne Avenue. It is believed that this localized LOS failure can be corrected by utilizing a more complex
signal timing strategy for the complex of four signals (East 24th Street, WB I-90 ramp terminal, EB I-90
ramp terminal and East 30th Street) and will need to be studied in more detail in Step 6. This complex of
signals is the direct cause of this localized LOS failure. Differences in VHD between the build alternatives
with direct access at Payne Avenue is that the alternative without Payne Avenue has five fewer signalized
intersections. These signals included the two signals on Payne Avenue at the freeway ramps serving I-90.
Also, to test the exclusion of the Midtown Corridor Extension, it was not included in the modeling of this
alternative: this removes three additional signals. A high volume, signalized intersection operating at LOS C
can easily add 14 to 21 VHD to a network. If this is multiplied by the five signals, it becomes apparent that
the Payne and Chester Avenues Alternative and Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative operate
comparably.
The operational performance of mainline I-90 neither benefits nor is hurt by the inclusion or exclusion of
the MidTown Corridor Extension. Traffic volumes along the extension (200+ during the AM and 300–400+
during the PM peak periods) are relatively low.
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Accessibility
The No Build and Minimum Alternatives make only minor changes to the current access points. These
options therefore do not achieve notable improvements on freeway operation and safety. Further, continued
congestion on the freeway degrades travellers ability to utilize these access points.
The Western, Central, Far Eastern, and Chester Avenue (No Payne) Alternatives achieve safety and
operational performance improvements on the freeway by consolidating several closely spaced access
points.
For Western, Central and Far Eastern Alternatives, the two full and one split interchanges are reduced to one
full and one split interchange with additions to the local roadways to facilitate local mobility. For the
Chester Avenue (No Payne) Alternative, the existing interchanges are reconfigured as two full interchanges
with additions to the local roadways.
The MidTown Corridor Extension is intended to provide for the separation of the local traffic from the
interstate. It is included with all conceptual alternatives except the No Build and Minimum Alternatives.
Additional evaluation will be conducted in Step 6 to refine the MidTown Corridor Extension and identify
any additional needed improvements to the local street system as a result of the proposed changes in access.
Access to the University Circle area is maintained with all of the Innerbelt Trench Alternatives. However,
the function of the Carnegie/Prospect access is moved to East 22nd Street and East 18th Street within the
Central Interchange section (refer to Chapter 6) and the Chester Avenue Interchange within the Innerbelt
Trench. Public concerns remain regarding this shift in access location. The evaluation of potential impacts
associated with the change in access will be further explored during Step 6.
Maintenance of Traffic / Constructability
All of the Innerbelt Trench alternatives, except for the Far Eastern Alignment and the Chester Avenue (No
Payne Avenue) Alternative, have constructability concerns and do not provide enough lanes during
construction in accordance with ODOT’s Permitted Lane Closure Policy. ODOT District 12 has established
a policy for the Permitted Lane Closure Times for all mainline sections. For I-90 through the Innerbelt
Trench section, these permitted lane closure times have been utilized to determine the minimum number of
mainline lanes required for MOT.
The Western Alignment Alternative provides only limited opportunities for off-line construction. Further,
the Western Alignment Alternative has a vertical profile divergence point on the east end of the Trench
section when tying into the selected Innerbelt Curve Alternative (Innerbelt Curve F). A vertical profile
divergence occurs where the proposed profile grade differs from the existing profile grade at a horizontal
alignment intersection. In other words, it occurs when a proposed alignment crosses the existing alignment
at a different elevation. The proposed alignment of the Western Alternative is widened to the west side of
the existing facility. The widening and alignment of the Innerbelt Curve Alternative F is done to the east of
the existing facility. The interface point with the existing where the proposed Innerbelt Trench meets the
proposed Innerbelt Curve occurs between Payne Avenue and Superior Avenue. The proposed Innerbelt
Trench profile is three feet lower than the existing profile in this area, making it difficult to maintain traffic
while constructing. This problem is compounded by the fact that this interface point with the existing

alignment does not occur at the edge of the Trench section; rather it occurs within the Innerbelt Trench
section. This creates an issue because the proposed profile grade doesn’t meet existing ground vertically at
this location in the interim condition until the adjacent work in the Innerbelt Curve is complete. As such, a
vertical transition will need to be temporarily constructed at this location to accommodate this elevation
change in the interim condition.
This alternative also has a vertical profile divergence point on the west side of the Trench section. To avoid
impacts to both the historic Walker Weeks building and the Juvenile Justice Center, the Carnegie Curve
pushes east of the existing curve location. Once the alignment exits the Carnegie Curve it swings back to the
west underneath Chester Avenue. This creates a divergence point with similar characteristics as the
divergence point with the Innerbelt Curve as described earlier.
Because of the limited opportunities for off-line construction and the two vertical profile divergence points
associated with the Western Alignment Alternative, it would not be possible to adequately provide for
maintenance of traffic during the construction period. This would result in increased congestion, reduced
safety and reduced access during construction.
The Central Alignment Alternative also does not provide for adequate maintenance of traffic during the
construction period. The proposed widening of I-90 is to be accomplished symmetrically about the existing
centerline of mainline I-90 in this alternative. As such, no off-line construction techniques can be utilized.
By utilizing part-width construction techniques, it will not be possible to maintain the minimum number of
lanes for maintenance of traffic. Further, this alternative does not provide staging areas for construction of
the overhead bridges. Inadequate maintenance of traffic provisions, plus an extended construction time, due
to constructability problems that result in congestion and delay, results in unacceptable maintenance of
traffic for this alternative.
The Far Eastern Alignment Alternative and the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternatives do not
have any vertical profile divergence locations with the selected alternatives in the adjacent sections of the
corridor. Although the proposed construction crosses the existing lanes on the west end of the section in the
Carnegie Curve area when tying into the selected Central Interchange Alternative, it is not a divergence
point. The reason is because the location where the proposed construction interfaces with the existing lanes
is at the beginning of the Innerbelt Trench section and is at existing grade rather than several feet different
in elevation. Further, these alternatives provide better constructability opportunities for reconstruction of
overhead structures that carry the city streets, by offering off-line staging areas. In addition, the Far Eastern
Alignment and the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternatives provide the required number of
mainline through-lanes during construction and do not have major constructability differences.
Environment
The No-Build and Minimum Alternatives do not raise any environmental red flags. The Western, Central,
and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives vary in their impacts, partly because the new trench will be wider.
The wider facility results in the Central Alignment Alternative being the least acceptable of the alternatives,
since it impacts both sides of the Innerbelt Trench and results in the largest number of structure takings (15),
including three residential takes. The Western Alignment Alternative takes nine structures, with no
residential takes, and the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative has 10 structural takes, including three
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residential units. The Central and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives each have four property takes, with
contamination concerns.
Local street impacts vary in degree to the level of changes proposed for the alternative. The Minimum
alternative has four impacts. Impacts result from the removal of the Carnegie and Chester Avenue ramps
and the alternatives chosen in adjacent sections. Traffic using I-90 eastbound and exiting to Carnegie
Avenue will now have to exit at East 18th Street, East 22nd Street, or Chester Avenue. Northbound I-77
traffic which uses the Carnegie Avenue exit may exit at East 30th Street or East 22nd Street. Local traffic
westbound on Chester Avenue headed for eastbound I-90 will most likely use East 30th Street to access the
Superior Avenue Interchange. This will place additional traffic on portions of north-south streets, such as
East 22nd Street and East 30th Street.
The Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives impact nine local streets. These impacts
result from the removal of the Prospect and Carnegie Avenue ramps, the addition of an eastbound I-90
entrance ramp from Payne Avenue, the westbound I-90 exit ramp to Payne Avenue, and the removal of the
westbound I-90 exit ramp to East 24th Street (replaced by the Payne Avenue exit ramp and frontage road to
Chester Avenue). This shifting of access points will shift traffic patterns. Streets that will experience direct
impacts include all the cross streets from Carnegie Avenue to Superior Avenue, along with East 22nd Street,
East 24th Street, and East 30th Street.
The Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative is identical to the Western, Central, and Far Eastern
Alignment Alternatives and their local street impacts, except it impacts one fewer street. The proposed
Payne Avenue interchange is not included; therefore, Payne Avenue is not impacted, resulting in eight
neighborhood street impacts.
Cost
The No-Build Alternative only addresses the need to improve physical condition of the mainline pavement
with a cost of $15 million. The Minimum Alternative reconstructs the pavement at a cost of $50 million.
The Western, Central and Far Eastern Alternatives involve new construction of all mainline pavements and
replacement of overhead bridges at cost of $90 million, $95 million, and $95 million respectively.
The Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives include direct freeway access at Payne
Avenue and the MidTown Corridor Extension. The cost of providing direct freeway access at Payne Avenue
is $15 million. The cost of the MidTown Corridor Extension is $10 million. The Chester Avenue (No Payne
Avenue) Alternative contains neither of these components; therefore, the alternative costs approximately
$70 million.
Comparison of Alternatives
The No-Build Alternative only addresses physical condition and does not address problems with operational
performance and safety. The Minimum Alternative; Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment
Alternatives; and the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative address all of the needs: physical
condition, operational performance, safety, and access. Therefore, the details of how well each build
alternative addressed these needs were necessary to make a selection.

Although the Minimum Alternative addressed the stated needs, the nature and magnitude of the proposed
modifications limited the extent of the improvements. The comparison criteria illustrated that the Minimum
Alternative does not address the needs as well as the build alternatives, and in cases, worsens the facility
with respect to the No-Build Alternative. Clear examples include a marginal improvement in safety and a
worsening in operational performance. In addition, the physical condition of the facility will be no different
than the No-Build alternative. Finally, the results come at a cost of $50 million for the Minimum
Alternative. This is $35 million more than the No-Build Alternative ($15 million). For these reasons, the
Minimum Alternative is not selected to be considered further.
The Western, Central, and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives are identical in addressing physical
condition, operational performance, and accessibility. The differentiating criteria are safety, maintenance of
traffic / constructability, and environment. Regarding safety, the key difference is a substandard horizontal
stopping sight distance found in the Western and Central Alignment Alternatives, which effectively lowers
the design speed of the mainline through the Carnegie Curve. The Far Eastern Alignment Alternative does
not have this issue and maintains a consistent design speed throughout the Innerbelt Trench section.
Maintenance of traffic / constructability is a key factor that also favors the Far Eastern Alignment
Alternative, due to its off-line construction benefits. Regarding environmental impacts, the Western and Far
Eastern Alignment Alternatives have a similar number of impacts, which are also fewer than the Central
Alignment Alternative. These impacts are the direct result of a wider corridor and alignment location. The
Western and Far Eastern Alignment Alternatives generally affect one side of the corridor and have similar
numbers of structure takings. The Central Alignment Alternative has one-and-a-half more structure impacts
since it affects properties on both sides of the corridor. Since the costs are comparable and that most of the
differentiating criteria favor the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative, the Western and Central Alignment
Alternatives are not selected to be considered further.
Considering the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative, shifting the ramps from Payne Avenue to
Chester Avenue negatively affects the operational performance of the eastbound I-90 exit ramp to Chester
Avenue of the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative. This is a key eastbound I-90 exit ramp to downtown
Cleveland. There is also one less substandard geometric issue by removing access from Payne Avenue. This
alternative also reduces the cost of the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative by $15 million. Because the Far
Eastern Alternative (with Payne Avenue) had better operation for Chester Avenue and provided improved
freeway access to the Payne corridor, at the November 17, 2005 Public Meeting it was recommended that
the Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) alternative be removed from further consideration. However, strong
stakeholder comment was received regarding the community desire to not provide direct freeway access at
Payne Avenue. The stakeholders requested that the Chester Avenue (no Payne Avenue) alternative continue
to be studied and, as a result, this alternative is being carried forward into Step 6.
The MidTown Corridor Extension was included as part of the build Western, Central, and Far Eastern
Alignment Alternatives. The operational performance of mainline I-90 is not impacted by the inclusion or
exclusion of the extension; thus, it is compatible with all of the Innerbelt Trench conceptual alternatives.
The extension was developed as a mitigation component for the potential loss of the Prospect and Carnegie
Avenue ramps serving MidTown Cleveland. The MidTown Corridor Extension provides a connection to
eastbound I-90 and from westbound I-90 for the Prospect Avenue corridor by linking access to the Chester
Avenue interchange. Further, it provides a connection to westbound I-90 and from eastbound I-90 for the
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Prospect Avenue Corridor via Carnegie Avenue/East 18th Street and East 22nd Street/Carnegie Avenue. The
cost of the extension is $10 million and is already included in the cost of the Far Eastern Alignment
Alternative. The MidTown Corridor Extension is selected to be further analyzed in Step 6, where its
location and impacts will be more closely evaluated.
Summary
The Far Eastern Alignment Alternative (Figure 5-8), which has direct freeway access at Payne Avenue, is
selected to be carried forward into the Feasible Alternative analysis phase of the Project. The selection is
based on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It does not have the substandard horizontal stopping sight distance found in other alternatives.
It maintains a consistent design speed throughout the corridor.
It provides the most favorable maintenance of traffic situation by allowing off-line construction and
maintains the minimum number of mainline through-lanes during construction.
It has fewer property takes than the Central Alignment Alternative.
Its inclusion of direct freeway access to Payne Avenue improves operational performance of Chester
Avenue.
Its direct freeway access to Payne Avenue is desired by stakeholders, such as the City of Cleveland
and some of MidTown Cleveland’s membership.

The Minimum (Figure 5-5), Western Alignment (Figure 5-6), and Central Alignment (Figure 5-7)
Alternatives are not being carried forward.
During Step 6 of the PDP, the access changes for the Feasible Alternatives will be refined. Impacts to the
local street system as a result of proposed changes will be identified. Additional improvements will be
considered to address any deficiencies that occur on the local street system as a result of the proposed
improvement. Further evaluation of the MidTown Corridor Extension will be conducted in Step 6 to refine
this concept and identify any additional needed improvements to the local street system as a result of the
proposed changes in access. The change in access from Carnegie/Prospect to East 22nd Street, East 18th
Street, and Chester Avenue remains a public concern. The evaluation of potential impacts will be further
explored during Step 6. The results of these additional studies will be disclosed in the DEIS.

The Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative (Figure 5-9) is selected to be carried forward into the
Feasible Alternatives analysis phase of the Project. The performance differences between this alternative
and the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative (with direct freeway access at Payne Avenue) need to be
analyzed more in depth during the Feasible Alternatives phase. The selection is based on the following:
•
•
•

It improves travel times to the MidTown Cleveland area from westbound I-90.
It costs approximately $15 million less than the Far Eastern Alignment Alternative.
Its removal of direct freeway access from Payne Avenue is desired by stakeholders, such as
Chinatown and some of MidTown Cleveland’s membership.

The MidTown Corridor Extension is selected to be carried forward into the Feasible Alternatives analysis
phase of the Project. The selection is based on the following:
•
•

It provides local street access between Chester Avenue and Carnegie Avenue.
It provides connections to eastbound and westbound I-90 for Prospect Avenue.
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Table 5-1: Alternatives Comparison
No-Build
PHYSICAL CONDITION
Pavement
Bridges
SAFETY
Design Deficiencies
Number of Weaves
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
LOS
AM Vehicle Hours of Delay
PM Vehicle Hours of Delay
Deficient Weaves
ACCESSIBILITY

Minimum

Western

Full-depth Replacement Full-depth Replacement New Construction
N/A
N/A
New Structure

Central

Far Eastern

Chester Ave. (No Payne Ave.)

New Construction
New Structure

New Construction
New Structure

New Construction
New Structure

29
4

23
5

4
1

4
1

3
1

2
1

See Fig. 5-16
312 (29 mph)
180 (35 mph)
4

See Fig. 5-17
733 (18 mph)
414 (24 mph)
4

See Fig. 5-18
150 (38 mph)
191 (35 mph)
0

See Fig. 5-19
150 (38 mph)
191 (35 mph)
0

See Fig. 5-20
150 (38 mph)
191 (35 mph)
0

See Fig. 5-21
96 (42 mph)
111 (41 mph)
0

Superior Avenue
Superior Avenue
Superior Avenue
Superior Avenue
Superior Avenue
Chester Avenue
Chester Avenue
None
Prospect Avenue
None
None
Partial Interchanges
None
Carnegie and Prospect
None
Payne and Chester Payne and Chester Payne and Chester
Split Interchanges
MOT / Constructability (#Meets minimum number of mainline through-lanes in accordance with ODOT’s Permitted Lane Closure Policy)
2
2
2
2
Carnegie to Chester
3#
2
2
2
2
Chester to Payne
3#
2
2
2
2
Payne to Superior
3#
2
2
2
2
Superior to Chester
3#
2
2
2
2
Chester to Carnegie
3#
0
0
2
0
Vertical Profile Divergence
0
ENVIRONMENT
0
0
0
3
Residential Property Takes
3
0
0
3
3
Institutional Property Takes
0
0
0
6
9
Commercial / Industrial Takes
7
0
0
10.5
4.0
Right-of-Way Takes (acres)
11.0
0
5.0
10.0
11.0
Returns (acres)
5.5
0
(-5.0)
0.5
(-7.0)
Net Takes (acres)
3.5
0
3 adjacent
3 adjacent
3 adjacent
National Register Historic Impacts
3 adjacent
0
0
0
0
Park Land Impacts
0
Phase II – 0
Phase II – 0
Phase II – 0
Phase II – 4
Potentially Contaminated Site Impacts
Phase II - 4
Neighborhood Street Impacts
0
4
9
9
9
(number of streets)
COST
Cost in Millions (2005 dollars)
$15
$50
$90
$95
$95
Full Interchanges

Superior Avenue
Chester Avenue
None
None
3#
3#
3#
3#
3#
0
3
0
7
11.0
5.5
3.5
3 adjacent
0
Phase II – 4
8
$70

Highlighted columns are conceptual alternatives that are selected to be carried forward into the Feasible Alternative analysis phase of the Project – Step 6.
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Figure 5-4: No-Build Alternative

Figure 5-5: Minimum Alternative
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Figure 5-6: Western Alignment Alternative

Figure 5-7: Central Alignment Alternative
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Figure 5-8: Far Eastern Alignment Alternative

Figure 5-9: Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative
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Figure 5-10a: No-Build Alternative Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-10b: No-Build Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location

Fig. 5-10a Ref. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

I-90

Ramp: EB I-90 from Prospect
Ramp: EB I-90 to Chester
Ramp: EB I-90 from Chester Loop
Ramp: WB I-90 to Chester
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester
Ramp: WB I-90 to Prospect

Ramp: WB I-90 from Prospect

Ramp: EB I-90 to Carnegie

Totals:

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Median Shoulder: 6-Lane Urban, Truck DDHV > 250
Outside Shoulder: 6-Lane Urban, Truck DDHV > 250
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Euclid
Vertical Clearance: WB Under Chester
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Payne
Vertical Clearance: WB Under Payne
Stopping Sight Distance
Vertical Alignment: Sag Curve Stopping Sight Distance
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Carnegie
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Prospect
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Acceleration Length (minimum)
Taper Rate
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Acceleration Length (minimum)
Taper Rate
Deceleration Length

Deficiencies

Standards**

Design Speed

Proposed

Design Speed

12'-0"
12'-0"
15'-6"
15'-6"
15'-6"
15'-6"
495'
495'
15'-6"
15'-6"
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
850'
50:1
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
850'
50:1
800'

55 mph
55 mph
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
-

Varies 4'-3"± to 8'-3"±
Varies 5'-6"± to 12'-0"±
15’-1”
15’-5”
15’-1”
15’-1”
385'±
441'
14’-6”
15’-1”
R = 169' ±
R = 119' ±
R = 169' ±
R = 170' ±
R = 269' ±
R = 139' ±
255' ±
30:1 ±
R = 252' ±
R = 189' ±
R = 167' ±
R = 188' ±
R = 99' ±
R = 157' ±
R = 124' ±
R = 219' ±
370' ±
17:1 ±
0' ±

45 mph
50 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
-

29

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-10c: No-Build Alternative Weaving Sections

Figure 5-10a Ref. No.
W1
W2
W3
W4

Location
EB I-90: From Prospect to Chester
EB I-90: From Chester to Superior
WB I-90: From Superior to Chester
WB I-90: From Chester to Prospect

Proposed Length

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)

810'±
630'±
650'±
1000'±

Deficient - F(AM) E(PM)
Deficient - F(AM) F(PM)
Deficient - E(AM)
Deficient - E(AM) E(PM)

> 2500'
> 2500'
700'
2250'

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

4
4
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Figure 5-11a: Minimum Alternative Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-11b: Minimum Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location

Fig. 5-11a Ref. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

I-90

Ramp: EB I-90 from Prospect
Ramp: EB I-90 to Chester
Ramp: EB I-90 from Chester Loop
Ramp: WB I-90 to Chester
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester
Ramp: WB I-90 to Prospect

Ramp: WB I-90 from Prospect

Totals:

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Median Shoulder: 6-Lane Urban, Truck DDHV > 250
Outside Shoulder: 6-Lane Urban, Truck DDHV > 250
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Euclid
Vertical Clearance: WB Under Chester
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Payne
Vertical Clearance: WB Under Payne
Stopping Sight Distance
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Carnegie
Vertical Clearance: EB Under Prospect
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Horizontal Alignment: Lower

Deficiencies

Standards**

Design Speed

Proposed

Design Speed

12'-0"
12'-0"
15'-6"
15'-6"
15'-6"
15'-6"
495'
15'-6"
15'-6"
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')
21° 00' 00" (R = 273')

55 mph
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*
30 mph*

Varies 4'-3"± to 8'-3"±
Varies 5'-6"± to 12'-0"±
15’-1”
15’-5”
15’-1”
15’-1”
385'±
14’-6”
15’-1”
R = 169' ±
R = 119' ±
R = 169' ±
R = 170' ±
R = 269' ±
R = 139' ±
R = 252' ±
R = 189' ±
R = 167' ±
R = 188' ±
R = 99' ±
R = 157' ±
R = 124' ±
R = 219' ±

45 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
< 25 mph
25 mph

23

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-11c: Minimum Alternative Weaving Sections

Figure 5-11a Ref. No.
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5

Location
EB I-90: From Prospect to Chester
EB I-90: From Chester to Superior
WB I-90: From Superior to Chester
WB I-90: From Chester to Prospect
WB I-90: From Prospect to I-77

Proposed Length

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)

810'±
1500'±
650'±
1,000'±
2,300'±

Deficient - F(am) E(pm)
Deficient - E(am) E(pm)
Acceptable
Deficient - E(am) E(pm)
Deficient - F(pm)

> 2,500'
> 2,500'
N/A
> 2,500'
> 2,500'

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

5
4
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Figure 5-12a: Western Alignment Alternative Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-12b: Western Alignment Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location
Ramp: WB I-90 to Payne
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester
I-90 EB at Carnegie Curve
Ramp: Payne to EB I-90

Totals:

Fig. 5-12a Ref. No.
1
2
3
4

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Ramp Terminal Spacing: exit-exit: Full Freeway between Superior and Payne
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Stopping Sight Distance
Taper Rate

Standards**

Design Speed

1000'
21° 00' (R = 273')
495'
50:1

30 mph*
55 mph
-

Deficiencies
Proposed
840'
38° 12' (R = 150')
477'
39.7:1

Design Speed
< 25 mph
50 mph
-

4

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-12c: Western Alignment Alternative Weaving Sections
Figure 5-12a Ref. No.
Location
W1

EB I-90: From I-77 to Chester

Proposed Length

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)

1,750'±

Acceptable

N/A

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

1
0
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Figure 5-13a: Central Alignment Alternative Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-13b: Central Alignment Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location
Ramp: WB I-90 to Payne
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester
I-90 EB at Carnegie Curve
Ramp: Payne to EB I-90

Totals:

Fig. 5-13a Ref. No.
1
2
3
4

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Ramp Terminal Spacing: exit-exit: Full Freeway between Superior and Payne
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Stopping Sight Distance
Taper Rate

Standards**

Design Speed

1000'
21° 00' (R = 273')
495'
50:1

30 mph*
55 mph
-

Deficiencies
Proposed
800'
38° 12' (R = 150')
458'
41.7:1

Design Speed
< 25 mph
50 mph
-

4

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-13c: Central Alignment Alternative Weaving Sections

Figure 5-13a Ref. No.
W1

Location
EB I-90: From I-77 to Chester

Proposed Length

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)

1,750'±

Acceptable

N/A

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

1
0
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Figure 5-14a: Far Eastern Alignment Alternative Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-14b: Far Eastern Alignment Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location
Ramp: WB I-90 to Payne
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester
Ramp: Payne to EB I-90

Totals:

Fig. 5-14a Ref. No.
1
2
3

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Ramp Terminal Spacing: exit-exit: Full Freeway between Superior and Payne
Horizontal Alignment: Lower
Taper Rate

Standards**

Design Speed

1000'
21° 00' (R = 273')
50:1

30 mph*
-

Deficiencies
Proposed
880'
38° 12' (R = 150')
38.5:1

Design Speed
< 25 mph
-

3

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-14c: Far Eastern Alignment Alternative Weaving Sections

Figure 5-14a Ref. No.
W1

Location
EB I-90: From I-77 to Chester

Proposed Length

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)

1,750'±

Acceptable

N/A

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

1
0
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Figure 5-15a: Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative Interchange Geometric Layout and Deficiencies
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Figure 5-15b: Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative Geometric Deficiencies

Location
Ramp: WB I-90 to Chester
Ramp: WB I-90 from Chester

Totals:

Fig. 5-15a Ref. No.
1
2

Project Design Criteria

Design Deficiency
Ramp Terminal Spacing: exit-exit: Full Freeway between Superior and Chester
Horizontal Alignment: Lower

Standards**

Design Speed

1000'
21° 00' (R = 273')

30 mph*

Deficiencies
Proposed
880'
38° 12' (R = 150')

Design Speed
< 25 mph

2

*Rounded up from 28 mph per ODOT L&D Sec. 104.2
**ODOT Location and Design Manual Standards

Figure 5-15c: Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative Weaving Sections
Figure 5-15a Ref. No.
Location
Proposed Length
W1
EB I-90: From I-77 to Chester
1,750'±

Operational Performance (Acceptable / Deficient)
Acceptable

Total Number of Weaves:
Total Number Deficient Weaves:

August 11, 2006

Minimum Length Needed (if deficient)
N/A

1
0
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Figure 5-16: No-Build Alternative Level of Service
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Figure 5-17: Minimum Alternative Level of Service
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Figure 5-18: Western Alignment Alternative Level of Service
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Figure 5-19: Central Alignment Alternative Level of Service
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Figure 5-20: Far Eastern Alignment Alternative Level of Service
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Figure 5-21: Chester Avenue (No Payne Avenue) Alternative Level of Service
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